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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Danilo Enrique Noreña Benítez has contributed to the dictionary with 35388 meanings that we have approved and
collected in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the
project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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mix
It is an accepted mixture apocope.  It means mixture.  Combined, heterogeneous, hybrid, Misc.

mixer
It is an English word meaning mixer.

mixionar
The term proper is urination.  Make urination.  Action to expel urine through the urethra, means urination, expel urine,
peeing, pee, drain.

mixologia
mixology is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Mixology" being its meaning:<br>It is the art of making nice
mixes on the palate, usually used by bartender and mixologists. Mixology is a branch of specialty that innovating and
transcend the limits of the conventional cocktail.

mixología
It's the art or science of properly mixing drinks.  Cocktail.  It is about obtaining flavors, colors, aromas and textures that
in addition to attracting visually are also pleasant in the other senses. 

mixta
In Colombia, it means that it is composed of various ingredients or elements.  Mixed, combined, heterogeneous,
miscellaneous, match, match.

mixtura
It means mixture of various things.  Scrambled eggs.  miscellany.  A pharmaceutical preparation which is mixture of
various ingredients.

mizo
It means cat or feline.  Domestic feline .  It is also the name of an Indian ethnic group and the language they speak. 
They are found in East India, in the Province or state of Mizoram. 

mizrají
You can also use mizrajim.  It is the name given to a descendant of the Jewish communities of the Middle East and
North Africa.  The word in Hebrew means that it comes from the East, Eastern.  It is used in Israel to designate those
who come from Syria and Iraq. 

mísero
Person who lacks strength, dejected.  That he is miserable, who lives in misery, who is unhappy, who is miserable.  who
has no bliss. 

místico
Related to mysticism.  A person who believes that he has come into contact of his soul or spirit with divinity.  Divine,
heavenly, sacred, spiritual, religious, contemplative. 



mk
It is a registered trademark of drug name.  Drugs lab.  In Colombia the generic products of MK Tecnoquimicas produces
them.

mnemosyne
Mnemosine or Mnemosina is also valid.  It is the Greek name of a Titan, daughter of Gaia and Uranus.  He personified
memory.  She was the mother of the Muses.  Name of an asteroid . 

mnesico
The correct term is memory, with tilde.  Concerning or related to memory.  Ability to remember or memorize.  You can
also use is mnemic.  Reflection of an aging or normal deterioration of memory, which can be indicator of a possible
dementia.

moab
It is a male name of Hebrew origin and means father who runs the water.  Name of a region near the Dead Sea and
located between Arnon to the north and Edom to the south.  this mountainous area now belongs to Jordan.  Territory
inhabited by the Moabites. 

moane
It is a surname of Irish origin and is a small town in Norway.

moái
In language Rapanui (or pacuense) means "to live", or "sculpture" "so there".  It is each one of the sculptures that exist
in Easter Island, which belongs to Chile.  Monoliths of unknown origin, made of Tuff.  It is considered that they were
produced by the first Rapa Nui.

mobil
It was the name of a U.S. oil multinational.  When it was founded it was called Standard Oil Compañy.  Currently its
official name is ExxonMobil .  In Colombia it is the name of a chain of Service Stations where fuels and lubricants are
supplied.  In Colombia it is also a surname of the Atlantic Coast, where the surnames such as Mobil, Mobile and Mobile
exist.  Mobile, thus with v , is the surname of a Colombian footballer, named Edwin Dayan Mobile Cabrera .  He plays as
a midfielder for Deportivo Pereira.  Also mobile is a way to call cell phones in Colombia.

moby
He is the pseudonym of an electronic music composer, whose real name is Richard Melville Hall (his great-great-uncle
was the author of Moby Dick, the work of writer Herman Melville).  Moby in English in a vulgar way means tail, tail.  It
can also mean whistle. 

mocasín
It is a type of footwear, made with soft leather and that lacks heel.  Soft leather shoes, one piece and used by Native
Americans.  Name of a venomous snake from the Southern United States.  Its scientific name is Agkistrodon piscivorus
and belongs to the family Viperidae. 

mocedad
Time of life in the intermediate human being, which goes between puberty or adolescence and middle or adult age. 
Youth.  It can also mean mischief, diablura, mischief, playfulness. 



mocha
In Colombia it means that it has closed or cut a finger, a limb, the tail (in case of animals) or an ear.  It lacks something
that sticks out.  Trimmed, which is shorter than normal.  In Colombia inflection to mochar, which means to cut, trim.  In
Some parts of Spain, it means head colloquially.  In Chile it means quarrel or fight.

mochano
Colloquially, relative to head or intelligence.  In Chile it means pendenciero, fighter, fight, conflict.  In Spain it is a
nickname that antequeranos have.

mocharse
In Colombia it means cutting, closing, amputation.

mocheta
In Architecture is the hollow of a wall where a window or door is placed.  Window frame or door frame.

mochila
In Colombia is a woven bag in which it is customary to pack fruits.  Backpack also says you to the backpacker luggage,
backpack.  It is a word of Caribbean origin.  By extension, and in the plural, is vulgar refer to testicles.

mochileo
In Colombia it is the way to refer to the transport service of an intermunicipal bus that goes from town to town and stops
anywhere where a passenger needs to get on or off.  Travel system used by single people carrying few belongings and
aimless or fixed itineraries. 

mochilera
A woman travelling tourists with few belongings and usually ride.  A person who makes tourism with few resources.  A
person who manufactures, uses or sells backpacks.

mochilero
It is the name of a very common bird in Colombia.  Known by other names such as oropendolas, toches or Jays.  Their
plumage is black and yellow colors.  Its scientific name is Cacique cela and belongs to the family Icteridae.  Person who
travels in a carefree manner, usually by Earth, asking for pool, which does not charge too much luggage and overnight
where you pick up the night.

mochitlán
The correct term is Mochitlán.  It is a municipality in the State of Guerrero.  There was the proclamation of the Plan of
Zapote in 1901 against Porfirio Díaz, antecedent remote of the Mexican revolution that began in 1910.

mocho
In Colombia it tells mocho person missing fingers on the hand, or a hand missing which or both hands. It is also said
mocho ( or male ) to the equine hybrid resulting from the crossing of horse and Mule. Without tail.  Incomplete, that
something is missing.

mochon
The correct term is Mochon.  It is a Spanish surname.  Professor Francisco Mochón Morcillo teaches macroeconomics



at the Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia (in Madrid, Spain).

mochuelo
Colombia is one of the common names receiving various kinds of owls and barn owls.  They belong to the family
Strigidae.  It is the name of a district of Bogotá and a sidewalk.  The name of a song popular vallenata.

mochuelos
Plural of owl .  It is one of the ways to call a type of owl, nocturnal bird of prey of the family Strigidae.  Caburés , owls . 

mocia
In Argentina is the acronym of the ornithological Museum and centre of environmental interpretation based in Berisso. 
In the MOCIA are held conferences on environment and environmental education tours are scheduled.

mocla
It is a way for young people to call in Mexico a backpack, bag or suitcase.  Especially it refers to the bag of books. 
Jíquera. 

mocoso
In Colombia it is a derogatory way of referring to a child.  person who has a nose covered by snot.  He's got snot or he's
got a flu.  Cracked.  Name of a Vallenata song. 

modelo
It means that it serves as an example.  A person who poses for an artist or who parades to show outfits.  Pattern ,
original , displays .  last, die, mannequin.  It's the name of one of Bogota's prisons.  Inflection to model .  It means
sculpting, molding, forming, educating, guiding, posing.

moderna
It means updated or advanced .  In the field of fashion, it is assimilated to the latest trends. 

modernas
Plural of modern .  It means updated or advanced .  They have high technology .  In the field of fashion, it is assimilated
to the latest trends. 

modernizarse
It means changing everything old or outdated by modern, new, innovative, state-of-the-art things.  Upgrade, modernize.

modestia
Quality of the modest.  It means simplicity, recato, discretion, shyness, humility, poverty.  Name of an asteroid.  It lacks
vanity, pride or smugness.  In Greek mythology it was called Aidos and in Roman Puditicia. 

modificada
It means altered, which has had changes that alter its original form.  Altered.  Unconventional.  Which is not standard. 



modio
Measure of capacity used in ancient Rome to measure liquid and ( aggregate ) grains.  It amounted to 8, 75 liters. 
Weight grains it amounted almost to an arroba.

modisto
It is the male's dressmaker.  You want to say man who is engaged in dressmaking, to fashion, to the art of making
costumes.  Designer, sewing kits, tailor, dressmaker.

modorra
Feeling of fatigue and sleep.  Sleep, laziness, dullness, lethargy, drowsiness, heaviness.

modos
Modes is the plural of mode. It means way, way, formula, procedure, proceed, style, use, technique, method, standard,
order, attitude, behavior.

modus
It is a Latin word meaning mode, shape, way.  It is common to hear it in the "modus operandi" slogans which means way
to proceed (or act) and also in "modus vivendi" way of living, way of life.

moeda
It is not a word the Spanish language but Portuguese and means currency.

mofa
It means mockery, derision, tort, offense, banter, joke, joke, pulla, befa, deception.

mofle
In Colombia it is one of the ways to call the exosto of a vehicle, vent, exhaust pipe, exhaust.  The tube through which
gases are expelled from a vehicle.   . 

mofletuda
In Colombia it means fat, obese.  That he has fleshy cheeks.  Cheek . 

mofosa
It is a wrong way of trying to say full of mildew, moldy. The Mofosa is a beach located in the Asturian town of Luanco (
Council of Gozón ). There is also a recreational area in the same area and with the same name.

mofri
mofri is incorrectly written and should be written as "MOFRI is an acronym." being its meaning:<br>MOFRI is an
acronym for Association Mosquée de Fribourg ( French ) Translate Association of the mosque of Fribourg. It is an
Association of Muslims in the Canton of Fribourg in Francia.MOFRI is also the name of a few shops selling clothes,
shoes, jewelry and accessories.

mogolico
mogolico is incorrectly written and it should be written as Mongolico, Mongolian.  being its meaning: If you want to say



related to Mongolia or Mongol (adjective), must be tilde: Mongolian.  If the reference is the mental limitation, is a term
that must disappear from our language, together with Mongolian, mongolo, mongolo or mongolito.  It is the most vulgar
and derogatory way of dealing with a person with mental disabilities, almost always due to trisomy 21 or Down's
syndrome.  The Mongolian word meaning related to the Mongols.  Mongolian is the adjective of the born or resident in
Mongolia.  Mongolian.

mogollita
Mogolla diminutive.  It is Colombia is a type of bread, It is shaped like a semisphere.  Colloquially, a way to call a chubby
girl.

mogollo
In Colombia it means that it's very simple to do, that it's very easy.  It doesn't require any effort.  Easy, simple,
achievable, understandable.  No problem, it presents no obstacles. 

mogostocia
In medicine, it is the same as difficult childbirth, dystocia, plodding delivery, complicated delivery.  The prefix "mogis"
means work, laborious, difficult, complex, complicated.

mogote
It can mean lots of stones.  It also means hill, hill, hill, mound, height. 

moguereño
It means natural or native to Moguer, city of the province of Huelva, in Spain.  Resident or related to Moguer, in Spain.

moguntia
It is the name of a spice mill created in Germany in 1903 and estandarizo blend spices for sausages and established
multiple recipes.  Today it is a hub in the European food industry that includes all kinds of meat and sausages.

moha
It is one of the names of the second most cultivated cereal in the world.  It's also called millet.  Its scientific name is
Setaria italica and belongs to the family Poaceae .  In Buddhism it is a concept that amounts to emptiness, ignorance,
ignorance, uselessness.  It is the opposite of Prajna (wisdom).

moheda
It is one of the common names given to the Cork oak.  It is the same tree of Cork.  Also known as alcornoco, grates,
alsina, surera, casquizo, chaparreta, chaparro, Cork, sobreiro.  Its scientific name is Quercus suber and belongs to the
family Fagaceae.

mohenjo
It is a way of referring to an archaeological site of the Indus Valley in present-day territory of Pakistan.  His full name is
Mohenjo-Daro.  which translates Mound of Death.  It was inhabited since 2660 BC.  C .  and was one of the oldest
human settlements. 

mohína
It means altercation, quarrel, quarrel, brawl, confrontation.  It is also gesture or grimace of displeasure.  Feminine of



pouting.

moho
Mycelium formed by a set of hyphae, fungus.  Fungus that is generated by the presence of moisture. 

mohs
It is the name of the mineral hardness scale, used in geology.  It corresponds to the aellido of its inventor the German
geologist Friedrich Mohs. 

moi
It is a French word (pronounced mua) and means me.  Preceded by avec (avec moi, pronounced avec mua), it means to
me.  It is the acronym in English of Ministry of interior (Ministry of the Interior in Saudi Arabia).  MOI is the name of a
company specializing in furniture from Baltimore in the United States.  Moi is also the name of a magazine of the
Mexican Emelina Martha Debayle Alaniz (born in Nicaragua), published beginning in 2014.

moiganita
The correct term is morganite.  It is the name of a gemstone.  It is a kind of beryllium, which includes varieties of
Emerald, Aquamarine and berilios in other than the typical colours, by the presence of trace amounts of manganese.  It
is the gemstone or official jewel of Madagascar.

moira
In ancient Greek mythology, the moirae were the personifications of destiny.  The word moira in Greek means part, lot,
destination or portion.

mois
It is a word in French that means month.  It is also a gesture icon of messenger that is represented by a cookie by
moving the arms and what gives me same, I don't care.

moisés
It means the one who was saved from the waters.  Name of male of Egyptian and Biblical origin .  Name of a warlord
and most important prophet of Judaism.  He freed the Hebrew people from slavery in Egypt.  Name of a baby basket,
very light and usually wicker. 

mojaculo
In Colombia it is a locality of the Magdalena Department and also the name of a Punta on the Caribbean Sea in the
Department of Bolívar.  In Colombia it is one of the most common names given to the dragonfly for its way of depositing
its eggs in the water and also for the way it catches prey, usually insect larvae, on the surface of water (lakes, puddles,
ponds, etc.).  They are also usually called devil's horse, bailiff, folelé, helicopter, matapiojos, water dragon.  It is a useful
insect because it is a natural predator of harmful species such as flies, mosquitoes, lice, aphids, 

mojaculos o dragones de agua
In Colombia they are two of the common names we give to Odonate insects, that is to say dragonflies or devil's horses.

mojado
It means wet, entered, soaked, saturated with water.  Wetting inflection.



mojama
Salted or tuna salon.  It is a word of Arabic origin.  Stiff, rigid, stretched.  Cured or salted tuna.  It means wax made. 
Artistic surname of a cantaor named Juan Valencia Carpio (Juan Mojama). 

mojar
It means wet, enter.  In Colombia in a colloquial way, wetting means achieving something for the first time, after many
attempts.

mojarra
It is one of the common names of freshwater fish or saltwater.  It is actually a common name for various species, genera
and fish families.  They are known as mojarras, fish of the family Embiotocidae, Characidae, Cichlidae and Gerreidae
(sea mojarras).  Tilapia, perch.  It's also a way to call it a short and wide dagger or knife.

mojave
Name of a desert in California.  The name of an operating system in Computing.  Name of an Amerindian people of the
United States. 

mojá
It's a wet inflection.  It means wetting, soaking.  It can also mean urinating.  Impregnate or moisten with a liquid. 
Regarding what FEDE says the correct name is Mohán or Poira, which is a humanoid monster of the mythology of my
Land tolimense.

mojepe
It is one of the names that give the giant cactus in Mexico.  Its scientific name is Carnegiea gigantea.  It also receives
the names of Saguaro, saguaro, sawarro.  Its columns can measure up to 15 metres high.  It is edible.

mojé
It's a dipping inflection.  It means soaking, moistening.  Enter, water.  In Colombia too, colloquially it is to achieve
something for the first time, especially a sporting achievement.

mojicon
The correct term is mojicón.  In Colombia is a kind of bread to which is added a small ration of sugar on top.  In some
parts is also said mojicón to the roulade, but its presentation is different.

mojicón
In Colombia it is a kind of sweet bread.  It is usually round or threaded and is coated with a layer of white sugar.  In most
cases inside the dough carries guava sandwich or fruit crystals.  My grandfather said that the name was because before
or inserted in the oven, the mojicon was wet or moistened with milk or water, so that the sugar that was sprinkled,
adhered to the dough.

mojiganga
In the Department of Nariño, in Colombia is the name of a typical dance of comparsas, in which the dancers dance in
disguise.  Dance of comparsas .  Dancer in disguise. 

mojigata



It means self-righteous, who appears humble or innocent without having it.  Blessed, squeamish, hypocritical.  Cunning,
disguised. 

mojigato
A person who deceives others, pretending to be good, when in fact it is not.  Sanctimonious, beato, PRIM, hypocritical,
gazmoño, I ñoño, false, devious.

mojina
It is the same as mojino or mojí.  It means black, jet, very dark in color (it is derogatory) .  In Ecuador it means hypocrite,
liar, trickster.  It is also the name of a curd cake.  It is made in a casserole and its main ingredients are breadcrumbs,
cheese, eggplant and honey.  Other ingredients can be added to it.  The word has an Arabic origin, as does the
preparation. 

mojinga
For Chileans means heavy joke, mockery, mockery, befa, derision, banter, chungueo.

mojino
It's the same as mojina or moji.  It's a curd cake.  It is made in a casserole and its main ingredients are breadcrumbs,
cheese, eggplant and honey.  Other ingredients may be added to it.  The word has an Arabic origin, as does
preparation.

mojojoy
In Colombia it is a way of calling the larvae of beetles.  They are also called chiza.  They are larvae that affect palm
trees.  In Peru they are called suri.  They serve as food in many indigenous communities. 

mojojón
It's another way to call mussels.  It's a biestic mollusk.  Its scientific name is Mytilus galloprovincialis and belongs to the
family Mytilidae .  In South America they are called choros.  It's a very invasive species.  

mojoncho
It is a type of dessert of Venezuelan origin.  It is made with cooked ripe banana, striped coconut and papelón (drink
made with scraped panela and lemon). 

mojoneado
It means marked, remarked, delimited, which has been delimited with the installation of mojones or poles.  It has
milestones or signs.  Signposted.  Inflection of mojonerar.  It means signaling, demarcating, placing mojones, poles or
milestones.

mojoso
In Colombia and used in peasant jargon means with a lot of mold or also with rust, rusty.

mokaná
It was the name of an indigenous Caribbean people, who were settled in the current Departments of Atlántico and
Bolivar, in Colombia.  To this ethnicity belonged the renowned India catalina. 



molacho
You mean toothless, Mueco.  Corn cob of few grains.  Missing teeth or grains.

molano
In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin.  Alfredo Molano is a sociologist and journalist.

molcajete
It is the same as chirmolera, mortar, martajera, bowl of clay pot to make chirmole.  It is a cooking appliance for making
sauces or mashing grains.  This term is of Nahuatl origin.

moldava
It means born, resident in Moldova.  Related to Moldova.  It is also the name of the longest river in the Czech Republic.

mole aguado
It is what we in Colombia call a soup, clear soup ( ) not very thick.  Stew, soup or beef broth.

mole de iguana
It is a stew of iguana with Cactus, very appreciated in Mexico.

molejón
Large, protruding rock.  Immense mass.  It is also a way of calling a large wall or wall, a cliff or precipice or the steep
slope of the land. 

molera
It is the pot where the moles are made.  Cauldron, pot.

molestan
It is an inflection of bother.  You want to say bother, annoy, tired, angry, irritate, counteract, overwhelm, disturb, harass.

molesten
It's a tipping to annoy.  It means annoying, irritating, mortifying, uncomfortable, overwhelming, angry.

molestias
It can mean impairment, who presents or suffers from a disease.  Who has symptoms of a disease.  Plural of
annoyance, meaning nonconformity, disturbance, irritation, anger, hindrance, impediment, obstacle. 

molestona
It means it bothers a lot.  What anuncy or that annoys too much.  Cansona, annoying.

moleya
It is a kind of Cherry (the molar), it is also called Morello, Morello, black forest or acidic cherry cherry cherry.



moli
Medellin is the name of a chain of shops naturists.  Molli (moli pronounced) in Italian means soft, soft.

molicie
It means carelessness, disillusionity, neglect, abandonment, indifference, negligence.  It is quite the opposite of interest
or care.  Lazy, lazy, careless, incurious, apathy.  It can also mean softness, comfort, delight, leisure.

molim
It is the name of a song performed by German rapper, of Bosnian and Turkish descent, Dilara Hava Tunç, known
eristically as Hava.  The word is of Croatian origin which means prayer, prayer (plagaria, petition). 

molina
Grinding, millstone.  Small, diminutive grinding wheel.  Last name of Spanish origin .  Name of several municipalities or
localities of Spain, stand out those of Segura ( Murcia ) and Aragon ( Castilla-La Mancha ).  Place where there are mills. 
Surname of Colombian footballer who played in Korea for many years.  Its full name is Mauricio Alejandro ( Mao )
Molina Uribe . 

molinete
Diminutive and derogatory mill.  In Hydrology, a device used to measure flow rates.  It has blades that rotate with the
flow of water.  Paper blade toy used by children.  Propellers, blades.

molinetes
Plural of reel .  Diminutive and derogatory mill.  Device used to measure flow rates .  It has blades that rotate with the
flow of water.  Aspas toy used by children.  propellers, blades.

molinillo
Diminutive of mill.  It is a bit of kitchen, usually of wood.  It has elongated handle and a small mill in one of extreme suus.
 is utioliza whipping the chocolate.

mollar a palleta
It means wet straw, straw or nozzle of the bagpipe.  It is a term in Galician language.

molle
It is a botanical epithet of quechua origin (from the word mulli) which means red.  Red, colorado.  The tree Schinus molle
is the mastic from Red seed.

molledo
Soft part of meat or bread.  Bread crumb, internal and soft part of bread.  Soft, fluffy.

molleja
It is a specialization in the stomachs of some birds, fish and reptiles, allowing to grind seeds or hard grains, is composed
of very thick layers and strong and has a strong musculature: is also the name of a delicious dish that is prepared with
these estom birds that in Chile are also called Contre or Riquet Agos.  In Argentina the gizzard is a part of the roast,
which consists of the thymus of cattle, sheep and pigs.  Also they say you gizzard to the Parotid gland.



mollejón
Round stone that serves to sharpen.  Augmentative gizzard .  Colloquially barrigón, panzón, fatoon or also lazy, fearful,
cowardly.

mollera
In Colombia, colloquially head, intelligence, thought.  Central part of the skull, behind the forehead, which is soft on
newborns.  Fontanelle.

mollera dura
In Colombia of noddle hard (or headstrong), is a Word to define a very stubborn person, self-willed, stubborn, persistent.
 That he doesn't have to change your attitude or thought.  Firm, uncompromising.

mollero
You mean related to the pier.  Used on a dock.  It is also a piece of wood that serves to leverage on the docks.  Soft part
or phopha of meat or bread ( crumb ).

mollete
In Spain is a piece of soft crumb bread.  Slice, slice of white bread or toast.  This name is also known in Mexico and
Guatemala.

mollisca
I think that they sought to ask for Mollusca.  Mollusca is a phylum ( or Filo ) of invertebrate animals that belong to the
snail, the slug and many marine invertebrates.  Mollusca in latin means soft.  We commonly know them as mollusks.

mollito
A loving way to call Ricardo Jorge Mollo an Argentine rock guitarist.  His older brother was also a musician and his
name is Omar Mollo.  It also means sequin (circular ornament that is placed on the fabric in the dresses).

molnupiravir
It is the name of an experimental product used as a prodrug against influenza and in some cases against Covid.  It is a
nucleoside derived from N4-hydroxycitidine that is used as an antiviral that induces errors in the spread of the virus by
tricking its RNA and decreasing replication.  It was initially developed at Emory University, Atlanta, United States.  It is
currently commercially developed by Merck Co Laboratories (MSD).  According to studies, efficiency has been detected
against several types of Coronavirus (such as SARS, MERS and SARS-CoV-2). 

molo
Molar inflection.  It means to please, to fascinate, to enchant.   Charm, fascination, liking.

molobro
It means voracious, very voracious, gluttonous.  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Icteridae. 
They are known as squeaky tordos or red-headed tordos.  In many texts the term Molobrus is used.

moloc
Moloc or Moloch was the name of the fire god among the Canaanitas.  In Herpetology, it is one of the common names of
a spiny reptile.  It is also called moloch, spiny devil, cornered, spiny lizard or Australian spiny devil.  Its scientific name is



Moloch horridus, the only species that gives its name also to the genus and belongs to the family Agamidae.  It lives in
the desert and is hydrated by taking the slightest moisture through the skin.

moloche
Moloch, moloche, or moloque was the name of a God of the ammonites in Canaan.  To it were you sacrificed newborn
babies.  Also known as Malcan.  One of the demons of the Christian tradition.   In Mexico, moloche, is a name given to
several kinds of edible mushrooms.  Stacked fungus, mushroom brush, pile, Brad, coral fungus.

mologa
Name of a Russian city from the former principality of Rostov.  It was located at the confluence of the Mologa and Volga
rivers, in the Yaroslavl Oblast.  It was submerged under the waters of the Rybinsk Reservoir.  Name of a Russian river,
tributary of the Volga River.

mologote
In Costa Rica means crowd, tumult, fuss, sling, tropel, squabble.

molokanes
You mean milk drinkers.  It is a dissident religious group of the Russian Orthodox Church.  Today they are found more
than anything in California.

mololoa
It is the name of a Mexican river in the State of Nayarit.  Cross the city of Tepic.  It has been heavily contaminated by
industrial shedding.

molondrón
It is one of the common names of a plant whose fruits are edible.  It is also known as ocra, okra,ñajú, belmosco, bamia,
candia, gombo or quimbombo.  Its scientific name is Abelmoschus esculentus and belongs to the family Malvaceae.

molongo
It means skinny, elongated, long-ass.   In Colombia it is the name of a worm or larva that is edible to many indigenous
people.  It is also called chiza, mohoho, mojojo or mojojoy.  It is a worm found at the root of many palms.

molono
It is the common name of a plant in the family Rhamnaceae.  It has medicinal uses such as laxative.  The name is of
Quechua origin.  They are characterized by having an unpleasant smell.

molops
It means work, fatigue or combat.  It is the name of a genus of beetles in the family Carabidae.  All known species are
found in Europe and the Near East.

molosa
Molossia was a region of Epirus in Ancient Greece.  Name of a breed of dog from the same region.  In Literature and
Metrics Foot of Greek and Latin Poetry, composed of three long syllables. 



moloso
It means originally from Molosia.  Concerning Molosia.  Molosia or Molossia was a region of the Epirus in Ancient
Greece.  Person belonging to an ancient Greek village of the Dodona area.  It is also the name of a breed of dogs
originating in that region.

molotov
They are incendiary bombs made of gasoline and explosives inside a bottle.  Weapon used by protesters around the
world against the police.

molón
Augmentative grinding wheel, large tooth.  Large stone without tilling, carving or sculpting.  Rustic mill stone.  In Central
America person impaled, annoying, tired.   Wild boar's fang.

molquite
It is the name given to a very small and defective cob ( deformed ).  Small and few grain cobs.

molsa
In Barcelona, it is the name of a chain or cooperative of shops that sells healthy meals and organic foods.  Mud or mud,
silt.  Mud full of nutrients.

molso
Deformed, ungainly, it means without grace.  It is also one of the common names of a tree, the Castanea sativa, of the
family Fagaceae.  Other names that are known are chestnut, Brown, regoldano, shell, regoldo, hedgehog.

moltke
Last name of German origin .  Last name of several German servicemen, bismark's comrades.  Last name of a military
man named Helmuth Karl Bernhard Count von Moltke who helped promote the unification of Prussia and Germany. 
Name of an impact crater on the Moon.  It is south of the Sea of Tranquility.  It is also the name of a bridge over the
River Spree in Berlin.

molva
It is a genus of fish in the family Gadidae.  They're from the cod family.  Name of a marine fish.

moly
It is a woman's name of Hebrew origin.  It can mean rebellious, or also bitter.  Other versions give it Egyptian origin and
the meaning of beloved, loving or love.  It is also considered diminutive of Mary or Mary.  It has as variant Molly .  For
those who speak English it is also a family and affectionate nickname meaning chubby, rolled.  Name of a bitter herb,
which is mentioned in the Odyssey.  Strong-smelling, like onion.

moma
In Bogota, Colombia is the name of a chain of stores that sell handbags, wallets and leather goods for ladies.  In
English, it stands for museum of Modern Art.

mombutúes
Plural de Mombutú .  It means warriors in The African language.  Mobutu or mobutues are also used.  Followers of Sese



Seko a dictator of the ancient Zaire.

momentito
Diminutive at the moment.  short space of time , Instant . 

momento álgido
It means critical moment, transcendental, culminating, of the greatest important.  Moment of greatest relevance. 

momio
It means bargain, opportunity.  It is also a way of calling meat that lacks fat, lean, skinny.  Mummified. 

momisco
It means part of the tooth or tooth that is hidden in the gum.  Root of a tooth.  In some parts of Colombia it is also said
raigón .

momita
Diminutive mummy.  Name of a child game in Mexico, similar to the blind hen.  Set of trumpet or peonies in Colombia.

momo
Name of the King of Carnivals.  In Greek mythology he was the god of mockery and laughter.  Mockingman, burletero,
sarcastic, chocarrero.

momoroco
In El Salvador means clumsy or useless.  In Guatemala coarse, ordinary, rude.

momoscle
Crown of stones in Cerro de la Tortuga in the Mexican municipality of Zacatepec.  Monticulo of stones on top.  It is
considered in this archaeological site that is a type of tomb or burial mound.

momoto
It means bird, bird.   It is a word of Aztec origin meaning bird ( momot).  It is the name of a genus of birds in the family
Momotidae.  They are known as momotos, barranqueros, barranquillos, watchmakers, burgs or lion birds.

momotombito
It means Momotombo small, Momotombo boy.  Small volcano or small ridge that boils.  It is the name of a small volcano
that remains on an island of Lake Xolotlán, in Nicaragua.  It is also the name of the small island.  He is considered a
younger brother of the Momotombo Volcano.  It is just 350 meters high.

momotombo
It means summit that boils.  It's the name of a Nicaraguan volcano.  It is located on the shores of Lake Xolotlán.  It's only
4500 years old.

momórdica



Bitter or sour taste.  Momordica is the name of a genus of plants in the family Cucurbitaceae.  They are known as
tomaco, bitter melon, Chinese cundeamor, papayyo, pickle or balsamine.  It has medicinal and culinary use.  The fruits
are edible.

mompa
In Colombia and in colloquial and street language means friend, companion, parce, parcero, corduroy, key.  Also some
say in the same sense mompirri.

mompirri
In Colombia in a colloquial way friend, parce, key, companion.  Compadre , buddy . 

mon
In architecture, Mon is the name of the doors in Buddhist temples, Shinto shrines and castles in Japan. Mon is the name
of an ethnic group of Burma and the language of that same people.

mona
Female of a primate, female of the monkey or monkey.  In Colombia blonde-haired woman, catira, blonde.  In Colombia
colloquially means marijuana or drunkenness.  Saxon deity equivalent to Luna.  In Catalonia, chocolate egg, Easter
sweet.

monachia
It is the name given in Latin to the German city of Munich.  Name given in Latin to an asteroid in honor of the city of
Munich (Germany). 

monachia-
It is the Latin name given to the German city of Munich.  It is also the name of an asteroid, which was previously called
1897 DK, by astronomers. 

monadelfia
In Botany means joined androgynous, of a single androceo, of stamens united in one.

monagas
Monagas is incorrectly written and it should be written as 40 Monagas; own name ).  being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is 40 Monagas; own name ).  It is the name of a State of Venezuela, whose capital is Maturín.  The name of the
State is in honor to José Tadeo Monagas Burgos, politician and Venezuelan military, which was also President of the
Republic.

monago
It is another way of calling the assistant of religious offices or services to the altar.  An altar boy.  Acolyte.

monaguillo
Small monk.  A child who uses cassock and helps the priest during mass.  Acolyte.

monarca



It is a way to call a ruling Prince, King or sovereign.  Name given to a high dignitary of the ruling nobility.  Who governs
in the monarchy.

monarcal
It means monarchical, relative to the monarchy. 

monarda
It means monardes, dedicated to Monardes (a Spanish doctor and botanist named Nicolás Monardes).  It is the name of
a genus of plants in the family Lamiaceae.  In agriculture they are used as accompanying plants as they increase
pollination and help pest control especially in tomato crops.

monareta
It was a small frame bike, special for children (but it was also used by adults).  It usually had no horizontal bar, was
somewhat heavy, thick rims and had a basket.  They were very similar to those currently used in BMX.

monarquia
The correct term is monarchy (with accent).  It is a system of Government in which who runs is a King or monarch. 
Usually set out on the order of succession and is closed to a noble family, the people does not take part in their choice. 
It is called its territory United.

monarquía
State or territory whose regent is a Monarch.  Government of the Monarch, Government of a Prince who assumes by
inheritance, election or designation.  Government that takes place between nobles or descendants who belong to the
nobility. 

monatales
It means relative to monasteries, which runs in a monastery. 

moncedumbre
I think they ask for meekness.  It's the quality of controlling anger.

monchar
Colloquial and childish way of saying lunch.  It means eating, eating, having lunch, dinner.  Take lunch. 

monchi
Nickname that is known to the Spanish second and now sports director at As Roma Ramon Rodriguez Verdejo.  In
Colombia we say Moncho or Monchi to all those who are called Ramon in family or apocopada way.

monchito
It is a very familiar and colloquial way call Ramon.  It is also a nickname, usually placing a person who is foolish but fun. 
Ramoncito.

moncho
In Colombia it is a familiar way to call someone named Ramon or Simon.  They are also often called Monchi. 



mondar
Remove the peels from a fruit or root vegetable.  Peeling, shelling, debarking, skinning, tonsuring.  Laugh your best. 
Laugh .  Laugh, laugh, laugh, laugh, smash.  Be Tweeted. 

mondarse
It means remove all superfluous accessories that are in the dressing room.  Mondar means Peel, remove skin, remove
pods or bark.  Scratched or disposed of part of the skin.

monday
Day of the Moon, name of the first working day of the week.  Monday. 

mondá
Although the generalized meaning is that it means male virile member the reality is another.  The word mondá has
multiple uses and meanings in the Caribbean ranging from "good", "good people", quality, up can be quite the opposite
"bad", "bad people", pichurria (and in both cases it is said the same : "hey, you are the mondá" ).  Depending on the
context it can mean thing, object, tool ("pass me that mondá") or also "what happens to you" ( "what is the mondá with
you" ).  It also means money, silver (that's why a person of good economic or wealthy resources is told that "tá mondáo"
).  It can be used as a qualifying adjective with many different meanings and often even contrary to the context.

mondiola
In Uruguay and Argentina is a luncheon meat, confiscation or snacks made with dried, raw and salted or smoked pork.

mondo
It means clean, simple, without ornaments or additions.  Shellless, debarked, peeled, skinned. 

mondrigo
Means scoundrel, rogue, infamous, rogue, miserable, evil, villain, scoundrel, negligible.

moneda
Small metal disc, with minted on both sides and that has some economic value.  Currency, money, cash, exchange,
piece, disk.  Numismatic piece. 

moneda digital
It is another way to call bitcoin, cryptocurrency or virtual currency. 

moneditas
Diminutive and plural currency.  Plural of monedite .  In Colombia it is a term to designate a small amount of money. 

monería
Grace, gesture or gesture made by an infant.  Action of a monkey.  An action similar to that executed by a monkey. 
person, animal, or thing that causes grace.  Nice, nice.  Cute. 

monfies
It is a word of Arabic origin which means banished.  It was the name with which is designated the moriscos who took



refuge in the mountains of Granada (Spain), at the end of the XV silo.  Usually they were bandits and looters.

monga
Name of a natural Asturian cider.  Very strong flu or cold.  In Peru it means lerda, clumsy. 

mongo
Mongo is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Mongo ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>Mongo is the
name of two cities, one in Chad and another in Sierra Leone.  It is the name of a river in Gabon and Sieera Leone.  It is
the name of a Department of Gabon.  Mongo is also a name of male of Zulu origin and means the strongest.

mongolia
It is the name of a large Asian country.  Its capital is Ulaanbaatar.  It means land of the Mongols.  It is landlocked.  Name
of a satirical magazine from Spain, which was founded 10 years ago. 

mongolo
It is a term that must disappear from our language, together with Mongolian or mongolito.  It is the most vulgar and
derogatory way of dealing with a person with mental disabilities, almost always due to trisomy 21 or Down's syndrome.

mongólico
The Mongolian word meaning related to the Mongols.  Mongolian is the adjective of the born or resident in Mongolia.  It
was a very pejorative term that designating the children with Down's syndrome.  For many years it is no longer used in
Colombia.

monguear
It means borrowing (money or some tool).

mongui
Mongui is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Mongui" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Mongui.  It is
the name of a municipality in the Boyacá Department of Colombia.

monguit
It is a woman's name. Joanne Monguit Gerónimo is a great volleyball player. It is also the name of a restaurant in
Barcelona.montjuic is a mountain near Barcelona, in Catalonia, Spain and means mountain of the Judios.En Colombia
there is a hill called Monjui and a municipality called Mongui.

monguta
In Panama it means cow topa, cow without horns.  Topa, desastada, descornada.

monica
The correct term is monica, tilde.  It can mean relative to monkeys, simiesc.  It is a woman's name of Greek origin and
means "the one who loves freedom". 

monigota
The correct term is puppet.  Means puppet, puppet, puppet, puppet, Pulcinella, snowman, insignificant, cowardly, timid.



monigote
It is a person who lets himself be manipulated easily.  In Colombia it means pelele, puppet, puppet, doll, fantoche.  It
also means apocalypte, pusillanimous, coward.  Poorly made drawing.

monina
In Argentina means bride, couple.  It can also mean graceful, funny, donous.  In Venezuela it is synonymous with
affection, love.  In Cuba means brother (very close person).  In Mexico it is synonymous with beautiful, beautiful and
also a loving way to call the one whose name is Monica.  In Colombia it is synonymous with Monica and is also the
name of a woman.  It is of Greek origin and means free.

monisimo
The correct term is cute, always with a tilde.  In Colombia it means beautiful, beautiful or also pleasant, funny. 
Seperlative of monkey, which means the same thing: beautiful, cute, beautiful or pleasant, funny. 

monismo
It is one of the philosophical positions that hold that the universe is made up of a single substance (arché, arké or
arché), cause or primary substance. 

monitor
Person who has the trade of directing the practices in a laboratory and who is an assistant to the teacher.  A person
whose job is to teach a practice or technique.  Device that displays images, TV, screen.  In the army, Physical Education
teacher.  Name given to a reptile similar to an iguana or a lizard, also called varano.  They belong to the genus Varanus
and the family Varanidae. In Biology name of a genus of reptiles of the family Varanidae and that is also called Varanus
.  They are characterized by having a small head and a long neck. 

monja
Religious woman.  Sister, Sister .  A woman who belongs to a religious community and lives in a convent. 

monje
It means religious, friar, priest, lama, cenobite.  A person who lives in a monastery.  A person who belongs to a religious
order. 

monjil de grana
Frailes Grana it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "do Mongil? Do Frailes?."being its meaning:<br>In the
book history of the Emperor, grana Mongil, appears with g. more however doubt use it with j is because it was part of the
dress of the monks. Layer.

monjil de grana
Frailes Grana it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Monjil" being its meaning:<br>Frailes it is a cover to
way to layer the nobles used formerly and loa high-ranking monks, almost always decorated with ermine in the neck and
at the edges. Frailes Grana is a Frailes Garnet color, dark red or Crimson. Víctor Mongil Adeva ( Valladolid, 21 July
1992 ) It is a Spanish footballer who plays as central and is part of the template of the Sports Association of Mérida.

mono
In Colombia we say monkey to someone of blonde hair, catire. Also tell the monkey, APE, primate to mono. Greek prefix
meaning one only.  We also use the word to describe something beautiful, attractive, beautiful. In Colombia we also say



mono to a mamaracho painted by a child.  Drawing of child.  Sketch.

mono caí
It is one of the common names that a South American platyrrhine primate receives.  It is also called cornish monkey,
cappuccino, hard-headed cappuccino, whistler, whistler monkey, horn.  Its scientific name is Sapajus appeals and
belongs to the family Cebidae.

mono mercado
In commercial terms, it means only that you have an only potential buyer. Exclusive buyer.

monocatenario
It means a single chain.  Refers to some type of .  Virus whose genetic material is from a simple chain.  Technically
using DNA virus or ssDNA virus.

monocaules
Plants that have a single stem that does not branch.  Single-stemmed.

monocuco
He is one of the allegorical or carnestoléndico characters that make up the carnival of Barranquilla.  It is a type of
costume used interchangeably by men or women, which aims to show joy without limits, preserving the identity of the
dancer.  It can be an expression of joy or feeling, but in some cases grief or pity.  Dancer in disguise. 

monocultivos
Agricultural practice that should be corrected. It is to dedicate all the land that is available to a single crop. It is
counterproductive because it becomes vulnerable to pests and soil depletion. Crop rotation is recommended.

monoexportacao
It is not a term of the Spanish but Portuguese. It means Monoexportacion, is a trade term that indicates that only exports
a single class of 40 products; or a single product ).

monogamia
It is the type of marital relationship established between a woman and a man.  Simple marriage of a woman and a man. 
Partner and permanent.  It is the most common of all forms of marriage.

monogamo
The correct term is monogamous (with accent).  It is the type of marital relationship established between a woman and a
man.  Simple marriage of a woman and a man.  It is the most common of all forms of marriage.  Partner and permanent.

monogástrico
It means that he has only one stomach.  It can refer to animals of that characteristic or to the human being. 

monolingüismo
With single language, single language.  Who speaks only one language. 



monologo
The correct term is monologue, always with tilde.  It's the same as soliloquio.  In theater it is a play where only one
character speaks.  It's a speech in which a single person speaks, as if she were just speaking to herself or thinking out
loud.

monomarca
It means one brand.  Single brand.  It is a type of competition in which only single-brand vehicles participate. 

monomodal
Just a model.  It means presenting is one way a single mode or only one way.  It is regular or that it always has the
same appearance or presentation.  It is a term used in meteorology and climatology.  Presenting a model like always,
that always has the same characteristics.  Similar, equal, similar, identical.

monomotor
Aquatic or aerial craft that only consists of one engine. 

monopolio
In economics it is a marketing situation in which a company or person is the only one that negotiates with a product,
good or service.  It is also the name of a board game in which players make purchases and sales of goods.  The winner
is the one who manages to achieve a greater value in his goods. 

monoproducao
It is not the Spanish language but Portuguese word. In commercial terms, it means to produce a single product.

monoptongo
Vowel.  Result of a monoptongation .  A single voice sound or a single tone. 

monorritmo
Singsong. Repetition of the mean. It refers to the repetitive and cansones speeches that say nothing. Walk at a pace
permanently. Sing or play a musical tune a pace, which becomes very canson and exhausting. Rate unchanged with the
same metrics and intonation.

monos
Monkey plural .  It means blond hair.  Generic name that in Colombia we give to apes or monkeys.  Name of a film
co-production directed by Colombian Alejandro Landes Echavarría that has won several international awards.

monosacárido
They are simple or simple sugars simple sugars.  They have three to seven carbon atoms.  They do not hydrolyze.

monotemático
Person who only talks about a single topic.  A person who only usually talks about a definite subject.

monotrema
In Zoology they are very special mammals because they lay eggs.  It is considered that being mammals, they also have



reptilian characteristics.  They have beak and sewer.  They are only found in Australia.  A classic example of monotrema
is the echidna and another the ornithrinco.

monotunia
It means uniformity in intonation.  In a single tone.  Equality.  It can be considered as vulgarism of monotony. 

monox
In Germany it is the name of a chain of clothing stores and sports implements.

monozoico
It means solitary animal.  Animal that is not gregarious.  Animal that does not like to live accompanied.

monóftalmos
It means of a single eye, which has only one eye, one-eyed. 

monótono
It means that it has a single tone, that it does not change, that it is unchanging, uniform, regular.  Monochord .  It's
routine, boring, tiresome, tiresome. 

monótropo
It means that it goes, goes or turns to one side.  They turn to one side.  It refers to a type of plants that only bloom on
the same side, for some kind of orientation.  They were part of the genus Monotropa and the family Monotropaceae,
which are now classified as the family Ericaceae.  They are typical of North America.

monrovia
The correct term is 40 Monrovia; own name ).  It is the name of the Capital of Liberia.  It is named after James Monroe,
President of the United States that freed black slaves.  There are several United States locations which are called 40
Monrovia; Maryland, California, Indiana ).

monroy
In Colombia it is a surname of Spanish origin.  Name of a Spanish people in the Province of Cáceres .  Last name of
famous Colombian comedians and musicians (Los Herrmanos Monroy ).

monsejon
The correct term is monsejón, with tilde.  It means very meek.  Very docile, quiet, quiet, submissive.

monstruo
Be prodigious for its shape, size or appearance.  It means spawn, abnormal, deformed, phenomenon, perverse,
malignant, ugly, horrible, adefesio.  It also means exceptional, unique, fabulous, genius, colossus, tremendous, huge,
giant.

montaã±oso
mountainous is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Montanoso" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Montanoso.  You want to say with many mountains, surrounded by mountains.  Abundant mountain ranges.  Rugged,



harsh, abrupt, rugged, steep, rugged.

montague
It is a surname in English.  It is equivalent to Montague ( the surname of Romeo in the tragedy of Shakespeare ).  It is
also a brand of bicycles.

montalvan
The correct term is Montalván, with tilde.  It is a surname of Spanish origin.  Last name of a great Mexican actor, whose
full name was Ricardo Gonzalo Pedro Montalbán and Merino.  He was the son of Spanish immigrants.

montana
It is the name of one of the States of the Union (United States).  Its capital is Helena.  It is the name of an archaeological
site in Guatemala, in the Department of Escuintla.  It is also the name of a city and a province of Bulgaria.  Mountain is
the name of a commune in Valais.

montana-
Name of a State, in the United States .  Its capital is Helena.  Name of a city and a province of Bulgaria .  Name of a
municipality in the canton of Valais in Switzerland.  Name of an asteroid 797.  It was previously designated 1914 VR by
astronomers. 

montante
In Architecture and Engineering, a mullion is any vertical piece that, without being considered as a pilaster or column,
supports a construction.  That imports, mounts or has a certain amount.  Notorious.  Support. 

montañas
Mean mountain ranges, mountains, terrain elevations, steep topography or very thick vegetation.

montar en colera
The correct term is "ride in anger" (with tilde o).  It means rage, slow to anger.

montarrón
Thick and large mountain.  Impenetrable Mount.  In Spain it is the name of a municipality belonging to the Province of
Guadalajara.  It was bombed during the Spanish Civil War.  It was an enclave of the Republican army and had several
powders.

montazgo
In ancient times it was a tribute paid by ranchers for passing cattle through a foreign mountain.  It is assumed, for
compensation to ramoning and trampling on the spot.

monte
Geography is a high point of the terrain or relief.  Mountain, Hill, mountain range.  In Colombia it means jungle,
mountains, dense forest.  Also means weed, stubble.  It is an inflection of Mount.

monte alban



The correct term is Monte Albán.  It is the name of an archaeological site near Oaxaca, in Mexico.  It was called by the
Mexicans as Ocelotepec or is Cerro del Jaguar (which in Zapoteco is Dani Beedxe) and by the Yucucúi Mixtecs that
means Cerro Verde.  The name Monte Albán was given by the Spanish conquistadors.

monte de la calavera
Also known as the Golgotha or Monte Calvario.  Place where he was martyred and killed Jesús of Nazareth.

monte de tesalia
It is the definition of Olympus.  The Mount of Thessaly which separates Greece from Macedonia.  It can also refer to
other mountains that exist in that region.

montecino
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  It is popular in Chile.  There is also Montesino, Montecinos and Montesinos.  It is of
Valencian origin.  It means that it comes from the mountain, mountaineer, mountaineer, mountaineer.  Montaraz,
montuno.  It can be taken, as an indicator of fearful, elusive, huraño, rough.  Last name of a Chilean writer and
anthropologist named Sonia Cristina Montecino Aguirre.  Name of an Italian village in Tuscany.

montecinos
Montecinos is a surname of Chileans 40 players; Cristian and Joaquin ). The first born in Chile played in the Junior of
Barranquilla where his son Joaquin, who currently plays in La Serena ) was born. Montesinos with S surname is
originally from Aragon ( Spain ) and there is throughout Latin America.

montefiore
It is a surname of Italian origin.  Surname of a British Jewish banker, whose full name is Moses Haim Montefiore, Baron
I.  He founded the first Jewish settlement in Israel.   Npmbre of two Italian locations (provinces of Ascoli and Rimini). 
The name of a project ecotourism in Floridablanca, Santander, Colombia.

montefiore
It is a surname of Italian origin.  Surname of a British Jewish banker, whose full name is Moses Haim Montefiore, I
Baron.  He founded the first Jewish settlement in Israel.  Npmbre of two Italian localities ( Provinces of Ascoli and Rimini
) .  Name of an Ecotourism project in Floridablanca, Santander, Colombia.  Name of an asteroid 782. 

montenegrino
It means native, belonging to or relating to Montenegro.  It can refer to the European country or the Colombian
municipality. 

montenegro
Name of a European country, located on the Balkan Peninsula.  Its capital is Podgorica.  Name of a Colombian
municipality belonging to the Department of Quindío.  Name of a summit in Spain, which belongs to the Sierra Nevada
and located in the Province of Almeria.  Surname of Spanish origin.  Name of Brazilian town in the State of Rio Grande
Do Sul .  Name of Chilean town that belongs to the metropolitan area of Santiago.  Name of locality (pedanía) in the
Province of Granada in Spain. 

montepío
It means pawn shop, would ignite, house of piety or mountain of piety.  Fund or discount that is made from salaries in
order to obtain a pension in old age (Uruguay).  Establishment that manages these resources.  Insurance is set to pay



the widow and heirs of a mining worker.  In Peru it was an incentive given to soldiers to stay in the army.  Name of
insurance company in Spain. 

montera
Type of hat, hat or headdress used by killers and flags at bullfighting parties.  It also means that it is from the mountain,
which belongs to the mountain, mountains, the countryside, campera.  Type of van or double traction camper vehicle,
special for the field (Montera Mitsubishi 4x4 ).  Typical Asturias hat type.  The common name of a plant endemic to
Chile, in the family Bromeliaceae .  Its scientific name is Puya chilensis and is also known as puya, cardón, chagual ,
caraguatá.  A mountain can also be a shed or a roof wing.  Also a type of sail on the boats.

monteriano
It means that he is a native of Montería, the Colombian capital city of the Department of Córdoba.  Relative to the city of
Montería . 

montería
In Colombia it is a city that is the capital of the Department of Córdoba.  Relating to big game or bush hunting (deer, wild
boar, etc.).  Hunting rules . 

montés
To say it is del monte, mountaineer, wild, close-minded, cerrero.  That is the forest.

montmorillonita
Montmorillonite is a type of clay that is used in the preparation of drilling mud, the oil industry and the aquifers by
thixotropic qualities.

montoneros
In Colombia is a way to call in a colloquial way who attack group, sheaf, gang.  It is the name given to a group the
Peronist left-wing terrorist rebel in Argentina.

montubia
It means shy, withdrawn, she is easily embarrassed.  It is a term used in southern Colombia and Ecuador. 

montubio
It means fearful, embarrassed, shy, withdrawn.  It is a term used in southern Colombia and Ecuador. 

montuno
Means of the mount or related, mountaineer, rustic.  Type of Cuban music and the dance, derived from the son.

montura
It is a way of calling a terere, apero.  Galápago or saddle .  It is also a way to call the frame or frame of glasses or
lenses.  

monzón
It is a type of wind that blows seasonally especially in the Indian Ocean.  It usually affects coastal areas and together



with heavy rains generate flooding.  Surname of an Argentine boxer who was world boxing champion and whose full
name was Carlos Roque Monzón. 

monzónico
It means relative to the Monsoon, which is a wind that seasonally affects some seas and especially the Indian Ocean. 
They are so intense that they usually affect the coastal areas of that region with flooding. 

mooching
You want to say vague, lifestyler, leaning.  A person who likes to live at the expense of others.  Parasite, gorron,
sabreur, drone, gandul, rogue.

moono
It means monochromatic, single color or single tonality.  Uniform skin color.  It is the name of an English musical group. 
English Rock Music Quartet.

mop
It is the name of a grooming implement in English: mop, mop, mop.  Mop.  It also means mopping, scrubbing. 

mopa
Utensil toilet serving buffing the floor.  Set of threads or strips of cloth which is used to dry, clean and shine.  Trapero.

mopris
In various parts of Colombia is a way to call cousins.  Plural of mopri ( cousin ) . 

moqoit
They are a very small indigenous group from northern Argentina, also known as Mocoví.  They call themselves sons of
the sun.  They belong to the Guaicurú ethnicity.  They speak Mataco-Guaicurú language.  They live in the provinces of
Santa Fe, Formosa and Chaco. 

moque
It's a word of Muisca origin.  In Colombia means piece, waste, pite, leftover, rest.  Partially consumed thing or element. 
It can also mean blight (piece of partially burned wood).  Another meaning is incense, resin to make sahumerios.

moquete
Punch in the nose.  Appliances, blow into the nostrils.

moquilea
It is the name of a genus of plants that belongs to the family Chrysobalanaceae.  It is synonymous with Licania and
Pleragina.  The type species is Moquilea tomentosa or Licania tomentosa, which we know as oití.  It is also called
oitizeiro or oiticica.  They are tropical shrubs for ornamental use.

moquillo
It is a disease that affects many domestic and wild animals, worldwide.  It is caused by a virus and is severely
infectocontagios (genus Morbillivirus , family Paramyxoviridae , the same as the measles virus).  In the domestic



environment can affect dogs.  Among the savages it affects ginetas, wolves, otters, skunks, hyenas, raccoons, seals
and some felines.  In the case of dogs it is also given the names of canine distemper or Carré's disease.  There is also a
moquillo that affects birds.  In the case of birds it is also called infectious avian coriza.  They can affect many organs and
therefore become fatal.  Mucus diminutive.

mora
Mora is incorrectly written and should be written as "Mora ( by the last name )." being its meaning:<br>Mora is a
surname of Spanish, common origin in Colombia.  It also means a delay in payment of an obligation.  Arabic, Moorish,
Moorish woman.  Fruit.

morabito
It means Muslim who preaches Islam in the street.   Holy for Muslims .  It is also a surname of Italian origin and
especially of Catania.  Last name of a former Swiss professional cyclist, named Steve Morabito.  Name of the consulting
firm that claimed 3 years ago of irrigation in the building that collapsed in Miami. 

morada
It means home, House, room, residence, dwelling, domicile, hostel.  Purple female.  Lila intense, purplish, violet,
bruised, purple, cárdena.

moradas
Plural of dwelling .  Intermediate color between blue and red.  Violet or violet in color.  Purples, cardenes, lilacs,
magentas.  It also means terrified of the cold.  Another meaning is a place where one dwells, resides or lives.  Room ,
housing , domicile , house . 

moradilla
Diminutive of abode.  It is the name of two different plants.  One is also called the mat, honeycomb or verbena.  Its
scientific name is Glandularia bipinnatifida and belongs to the family Verbenaceae.  It is a herbaceous plant.  The other
plant is Merremia umbellata of the family Convolvulaceae.  It is also known in Central America with the names jícama,
rennet or cajete.  It is a climbing plant of flared flowers.

morado
In Colombia, apart from the color, is a bump, a Columbian.  In the coffee region of Colombia also say you stroll.

morador
It is a way of calling a person who lives in the same place for a long time.  Resident, inhabitant, occupant, settler,
neighbor. 

moraga
Roast (dried fruit or fish, especially sardines) made in the open air.  Traditional night party usually held on the beach,
typical of the coast of the province of Malaga and other points of the Mediterranean coast of Andalusia, ? in Spain. 

morajú
It is one of the common names of a bird.  It is also known as black thy thy, black thy thy, parasitic chamon, gamusino or
blackbird.  Other common names are mulatto , mariamulata , Josmary , chupín .  Its scientific name is Molothrus
bonariensis and belongs to the family Icteridae.  It practices laying parasitism, so it lays its eggs in other people's nests
and its young are fed by birds of other species. 



moral
In Colombia it can be a blackberry plant or a blackberry crop.  Place where there are many blackberries.  It is said to
blackberry a kind of fruits in polygroup berry.  It is called to fall for part to plants of the genus Rubus and the Rosaceae
family or to those of the genus Morus that belong to the family Moraceae .  It is also the characteristic or quality of the
right people.  Decorum, ethics, decency, honesty, ethics.  Set of rules, good customs, beliefs and values that allow a
good development in a society and serve as a model for good living.

moraleja
It is the name given to the lesson or teaching that leaves a story or a fable.  Teaching that leaves an anecdote or a story.

morales
Morales is the plural of morality and moral is a cultivated field of blackberries. The BlackBerry is an edible berry fruit.
There are many varieties and belong to the genera Morus and Rubus.Morales on a surname of Spanish origin very
common throughout Latin america.

morandaña
It is one of the common names given in Mexico to an edible fungus or mushroom.   Its scientific name is Calvatia
lilacina.  It also receives the names of ball, ball fungus, black fungus, deer horn and ternerilla of the plain.

morango
It is one of the common names of the orchard strawberry or strawberry.  It is also commonly called strawberry,
strawberry, fragaria, fresibaya or strawberry.  It belongs to the Rosaceae family.  The most common variety is the
Fragaria × ananassa. 

moraya
It means crushed potato, dehydrated potato.  How ancient preserve processed potatoes.  With this product, you can do
multiple dishes, and cookies.  White chuño, adherence.  It is the name of a Bolivian population in Omiste province,
Potosí Department.

morbilidad
In Public Health is the number of people who get sick within a given territory and in a defined space of time.  Disease
status.  Lack of good health.  In Statistics is the percentage of people who get sick from something. 

morbosear
It means thinking or acting morbidly or immorally.  Act or think morbidly. 

morbosiar
morbosiar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Morbosear" as meaning:<br>The word written and
pronounced correctly is morbosear. It means putting curiosity or morbidity to everything. You can apply to add sense of
curiosity to everything it talks, but it is also heading a conversation toward the field of inciting and get to talk to the other
person with morbidity. Search excite the couple through conversations with morbidity, with high sexual content
language.

morceña
It's the same as spark, spark that jumps out of the ember or the flame.  Flash, sizzle, flash, shine.



morcilla
In Colombia is a sausage made with rice, peas and pig's blood.  We colloquially say black tubing.  Stuffed.  It is also
synonymous with fat, obese colloquial way.

morcilleras
In Colombia is dedicated to make and sell black woman, stuffed.

mordad
It is one of the names given by the Muslims to the Angel of death.  They also tell him Abu Yaria.  Other names given are:
Azrael, Azrail, Ashriel, Azaril, Azriel, Baltazar, Ozryel.  Name of the fifth month on the Persian calendar.

mordancia
It has a biting or caustic style.  Very critical or bitter thinking or feeling.  Bilious.  It means acidity, pungency, harshness,
bile, bitterness, 

mordante
It is a term used in music.  It refers to a double rule used by the cajistas.  They used it to hold the original on the divider
and point out the line they were composing.  It means that it grasps, that it holds. 

mordaz
A person who acts with poignancy.  In Colombia we use this term as a synonym for ironic, virulent, mocking, incisive,
cruel, satirical, sarcastic, caustic, incisive, corrosive.  Also harsh, acid.

morderse la lengua
In Colombia is a colloquial way of saying "I said nothing", "I held the desire to say something" or "I was silent while it
details".  Many times intends to say is kept silent to avoid major conflicts.  Saving prudence.

mordidas
Plural of bite .  In Colombia it means bribes, bribes, gifts (it is different from tips).  Dentelladas , bites , bites .  Action and
effect of biting in plural . 

morelia
It is a name of Latin origin woman and means small Mulberry.  It is the name of a Mexican city, capital of the State of
Michoacán.  It is the name of a municipality in the Department of Caquetá in Colombia.  In zoology is the name of a
genus of snake of the Pythonidae family.  The Green Python belongs to the Morelia genus of the Pythonidae family
(Morelia viridis).  Also in Botany is a genus of plants in the family Rubiaceae.

moreliana
It means native, resident, or related to Morelia.  Morelia is the name of a Mexican town in the State of Michoacan, also is
a Colombian town in the Department of Caquetá.

morelo
It is a surname in Colombia of Spanish origin.  Colombian footballer called Wilson Morelo's last name.  He is currently
player of the Colón de Santa Fe in Argentina.  His full name is David Wilson Morelo Lopez.  Marcela Morelo is the name
of a famous singer-songwriter, Argentine dancer.



morelos
Morelos is a surname of Spanish origin.  It is the name of one of the States of Mexico and its Capital is Cuernavaca. 
Last name of priest, military and national hero of Mexican independence, his full name is José María Teclo Morelos y
Pavón, known as "The servant of the nation".  Name of numerous towns and Mexican municipalities (available in almost
all States).  Name of several Mexican communications satellites.  Surname of a young Colombian footballer who
currently plays for Rangers of Scotland, his full name is Alfredo José Morelos Aviléz, aged 21.

morena
Last name of famous Uruguayan footballer.

morete
It can mean purple, darkening of the skin by a blow.  In Ecuador it is the common name of a kind of palm tree.  In
Colombia we call him moriche, canangucha or chomiya and his whole is called Morichal.  It belongs to the species
Mauritia flexuosa and the family Arecaceae.  It is very common in Colombia, Venezuela and much of South America.  It
also receives other names: watering in Peru and murití or burití in Brazil. 

moretón equimosis
Bruise, equamosis must be separated by comma.  Both are synonymous with purple and bruising.  Hematoma caused
by a blow.  Hematoma, buildup of blood under the skin. 

moré
It is a Spanish surname of Catalan origin.  Surname of Cuban singer Bartolomé Maximiliano Moré Gutiérrez, better
known as Benny Moré, who was nicknamed the "Sonero Mayor de Cuba" or the "Bárbaro del Ritmo".  Inflection to dwell,
which means to reside, live, overnight, inhabit.

morfi
In Argentina, in popular parlance, food, food, sustenance.  Morfi or Morfi, todos a la mesa and La Peña de Morfi, are
names of Magazín de la televisión Argentina, with varieties in music, cooking, interviews and humor. 

morfinas
Opiate drug used very soothing pain.  Strong anesthetic that generates dependency.  It is a relative of opium and heroin.

morfologia
It is the part of biology which studies the shape and evolution of living beings.  In Linguistics, is the study of the rules
governing the composition and derivation of words.

morfón
It means that he eats a lot, swallows, eats, eats. 

morganática
It means uneven, uneven.  It is the legal and accepted marital union of a couple who has unequal conditions regarding
the social level or status of nobility.  Consented Union, granted, tolerated, gift or gift.

morganático
Type of marriage between a couple that is of different social conditions or status.  For example the marriage of a prince



and a duchess or between a princess and a count.  Also between a nobleman and a commoner.

morganucodon
It means with Glamorgan tooth or double jaw.  It is an extinct genus of mammals that existed in the Triassic and
resembled today's shrewts.

morgón
It is the name given to the stem of the shoot or elbow, which is sown or buried without being separated from the plant.

morgue
It is a place provided with refrigeration where corpses are temporarily deposited. 

mori
It is the name of an Italian town in the Province of Trento.  It is also a surname of Italian origin.  There is also the
surname Mori, of Spanish descent, of Cantabria (but of remote Italian).  Last name of a beautiful Mexican nationalized
Uruguayan actress whose full name is Bárbara Mori Ochoa.

moria
Name of a Greek town on the Island of Lesbos, very close to Miletus.  Mount in which Abraham was to sacrifice his son
Isaac.  In Botany common name of two different plants : One is commonly known as buckle, brabil, cadillo; its scientific
name is Ranunculus arvensis and belongs to the family Ranunculaceae.  The other is also known as ballarida,
guacharrillo, pamplina, ppollos, slipper.  Its scientific name is Hypecoum imberbe and belongs to the family
Papaveraceae.  Name of several video games.  

moriah
It is a Hebrew word meaning ordained ( a ) or considered ( a ) by God .  It is also used as a woman's name.  Name of a
Mount of Israel .  Place where Abraham was to sacrifice his son Isaac.  Temple Mount for the Jews .  Name of a star in
the constellation Dolphin .  Name of a School of Ibagué (Colombia).  Name of a female character in "The Plath Family" . 

morichales
It is a very special wetland of the eastern plains of Colombia, where the palm of the riche is abundant, also called
Canangucha, Canangucho, Palma riche (Colombia and Venezuela), Aguao (Peru), mority or Burití (Brazil) Moree
(Ecuador).  Its scientific name is Mauritia flexuosa and belongs to the Arecaceae family.  It is a kind of very common
palm in the plains of Colombia.  In the wilds, gather the birds, fish, batrachians, mammals and reptiles.  Which makes
them a special and protected ecosystem.

moriche
In Colombia it is the common name of a kind of palm tree.  We also call it canangucha or chomiya.  His ensemble is
called Morichal.  It belongs to the species Mauritia flexuosa and the family Arecaceae.  It is very common in Colombia
and Venezuela.  It also receives other names: watering in Peru, brunette in Ecuador or murití or burití in Brazil. 

moriches
Plural of Riche.  It is a kind of palm very common in the plains of Colombia and that forms the riches.  It is also known as
Canangucha, Canangucho, Palma riche (Colombia and Venezuela), Agua (Peru), mority or Burití (Brazil) Moree
(Ecuador).  Its scientific name is Mauritia flexuosa and belongs to the Arecaceae family.



morigerado
It means that you do not consume alcoholic beverages.  Sober, teetotal, moderate, frugal, continent.  Well bred, of good
manners.  Educated.  

morigerados
Inflection of dying.  It means regular, control, moderate or contain, especially passions, instincts or feelings. 

morigerar
It is the action of reducing the passion or the momentum, with which things are done.  It means moderate, contained,
regulated, refrain.

morillo
morillo is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Morillo ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Morillo.  Surname of military and Navy Spanish, called the peacemaker, count of Cartagena and Marquess of door:
Pablo Morillo and Morillo.

morillóns
Basque name of the wild strawberry.  It is also known as meruéndano, amorillón, amorón, amorillote, morongo or
érbedo.  Its scientific name is Fragaria vesca.  It belongs to the Rosaceae family.  

morinda
In botany it is the name of a genus of plants, belonging to the family Rubiaceae.  There are approximately 80 species
and have medicinal uses.  It is also the name of a city in India, which belongs to the District of Rupnagar, in the State of
Punjab.  Etymologically it means mulberry tree from India. 

moringa
It is one of the common names of a tree in the family Moringaceae.  It is another name given to the moringa tree, whose
scientific name is Moringa oleifera.  It also receives other names: reseda , marango , terebinto , freedom , paradise ,
syringe , pearls . 

moriondo
He sheeped in heat.  Sheep or sheep that is in heat. 

moris
MORIS is the loving, family and apocopada call men with the name of Mauritius ( is the pronunciation in French of
Maurice ) Nickname of a musician of Argentine rock called Mauricio Birabent, Member of the Beatniks. He lived exiled in
Spain.

morisco
It is another way of calling the Moors, kebabs, Arabs, Muslims, Moroccans.

morisqueta
WinCE, gesture that is made with the face.  Gesticulation.  It is also the name of a typical Mexican dish.



morisquetas
Plural of wry.  It means WinCE mohin, gesture, gesticulation.  In Colombia there is also a type of cake or sponge cake. 
There is also the wry as a type of dish of Michoacán in Mexico.

moriviví
It is another name given to the roost, opium poppy, sensitive, shameful, nometoques .  Its scientific name is Mimosa
pudica and it belongs to the Fabaceae family. 

morjen
Morjen is an ancient measure of surface that was used in the Netherlands, amounted to 105. 900 square feet of 40
Spain; is approximately one hectare )

morlaco
In Spain it is a way to call a caste bull.  bull de lidia or roasted.  It is also the name given to a person who appears to be
silly, who pretends to be dumb or dumb.

morlaco cuenca
It is a nickname, remoquete, nickname or colloquial form of call in Ecuador (natural of the province of Azuay) Azuayos or
(natural of the city of Cuenca) Cuencanos.  Ancient currency large and heavy, also known as patacon.  It also was a
rough and fake currency in ancient Rome.  Very large Bull.  It is also used to designate a sneaky, taimada, rogue,
cunning, shrewd person.  He pretends not to know or understand, fooling everyone.  That it appears to be silly or
ignorant.

mormollo
In Colombia is the name of a Creek or stream in the Department of Córdoba, near Cerro Miller and Joval (Tierralta).  It is
also sausage, sausage, stuffed or moronga, made with blood of goat and vegetables.

morocha
In Colombia brunette-skinned woman.  Cinnamon-colored leather.

morochos
In Colombia is a colloquial and friendly way to call people of black race.  Brown, black.  It means also strong, vigorous.

morocota
It is the name of a fish in Colombia, something similar to piranha, but larger, Its meat is exquisite.  It receives other
common names: cherna, tambaquí, pacú, pacú negro, cachama.  Its scientific name is Colossoma macroporum (for the
black cachama) and Piaractus brachypomus (the red cachama), they also call it pirapitinga.  It belongs to the family
Characidae.  It can be grown in ponds.  

morodeira
In Galicia and Asturias it is a way to call the wild strawberry plant.  It is also called a mayueta, metra or miezdago.  Its
scientific name is Fragaria vesca and belongs to the family Rosaceae.  

morodo
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  Artistic name of a Reggae singer of Spanish origin.  Surname of Spanish reggae



singer whose full name is Rubén David Morodo Ruiz . 

morogo
In northern Spain, it is a way to call a fruit tree, also known as érbedo or madroño.  Its scientific name is Arbutus unedo
and it belongs to the family Ericaceae. 

morojo
Morojo, Moroto or Morogo are other names given to the madroño.  Tree and its fruits of the family Ericaceae.  Its
scientific name is Arbutus unedo.  It is also usually called harino, alazano ( Panama), shrimp (Mexico), slamo (Costa
Rica).

moromoreño
It means that it is from Moro Moro, which is the name of a Bolivian town and also municipality.  It belongs to the
Province of Villagrande and the Department of Santa Cruz. 

morona
In Colombia it means particles, very small portions of something, crumb, crumb.  Borons are also used.  In Ecuador, it is
the name of a Canton belonging to the Province of Morona Santiago.

moronga
In Central America it is blood sausage, sausage, stuffed or mormollo, made with blood of goat and vegetables.

morongo
I think they're asking for morrongo.  Morrongo is used in Colombia.  It means lazy, slow, parononious.  It can also mean
hypocritical, fake, double, phony.  That looks like it's not.  In Panama, morongo is stuffed, black pudding.

morongueiro
It is one of the common names given to strawberries. 

moros
Persons or unbaptized children.  Inhabitants of North Africa, people from that region. Thrushes horses.

morosidad
In Colombia, colloquially it means parsimony, slowness, calm, tranquility, phlegm, cachaza.  morigeration, frugality,
temperance.  It's also being in arrears or being delayed in a debt.

moroso
Person who fails to comply with their agreements or payment commitments.  Delayed in paying your credits or
installments. 

morote
It's a Peruvian surname.  Last name of a Peruvian writer.  Its full name is Heberth Morote Rebolledo .  It is also the
surname of a Peruvian terrorist, named Osman Morote.  In martial arts and specifically in Judo, it is a takedown that is
done simultaneously to both legs, called Morote Gari.  It is also a way to call the wild strawberry.



morón
Augmentative of blackberry, large blackberry.  Variety of blackberry that has very large fruits.  Augmentative of moor,
giant moor.  It is a surname of Spanish origin (Sevillano).  Surname of a Colombian football player, now deceased and
whose full name was Jaime Morón León.  In Central America it is the common name of a marine fish.  It is also called
bobo, joturo or cuyamel.  Its scientific name is Joturus pichardi and it belongs to the family Mugilidae.  It forms large
shoals. 

morquela
It is the castellanization of the term Morchella.  It is the name of a genus of edible ascamicete fungi.  Edible mushrooms.
 They are known as sheep bags, butts, cagarrias, morillas, murgoles, crespilla, murgula.  They are highly appreciated in
the gastronomy of Spain and France.  The term is of German origin, from Morchel, which means sponge or fluffy (which
is the appearance of this class of fungi).   If they are not cooked well they can become toxic and in severe cases cause
death,

morra
It is a sleight of hand that consists of orally guessing the sum of the fingers pointed by the two players who participate
(from one to ten).  It also means fist, which is equal to zero in the same game.  Tusta, baton, top of the head.  It also
means beating around. 

morral
relative to the nose .  It is used on the snout or loin.  A bag that is hung on the head of the horses.  Leather pouch that is
carried on the back. 

morralla
In Colombia trash is a precious stone dull or low quality (rather than all refers to esmeraldas).  Lumpen, populace,
common people.

morrena
It is all kinds of material that is deposited in the valleys, after detaching from a glacier.  It usually consists of small rocks,
sand stones and earth.

morrigan
Name of the Celtic goddess of death or queen of ghosts.  It can also mean spectrum or ghost.  In some ancient Irish
writings it also appears under the name Anand or Anu.  Another way to call her is Macha.  Name of a video game
character. 

morrillazo
Beat in the morrillo.  It also refers to a good stab to death a bull breed.

morrillera
It is the common name of several plants in the genus Cynara and the family Asteraceae.  They are also known as
artichoke, artichoke, thistle, cardillo.

morrillo
In Colombia is the site where it is placed the anvil to the oxen.  Neck, shoulder pads, testuz.



morrinotipia
It is the name given to the art of printing or engraving on porcelain.  When it is handcrafted it is made on the surface of
wet porcelain, with a pencil with aluminum mine.  On a large scale it is made with metal block types.

morrion
The correct term is morion.  It is the name of a type of CAP or metal military helmet.  It is the name of the interweaving
of wire that ensures the corks in the bottles of champagne or sparkling wine, so they won't get out.  Secure wire, helmet,
helmet, Cap, Cap, ros, chaco.

morrión
It is a type of elongated top-shaped hat and adorned on top.  Helmet Type , Part of the armor that protects the head. 

morris
It is a surname of Scottish origin.  Surname of a Colombian politician, television director and journalist, named Hollman
Felipe Morris Rincón.  He was a candidate for Mayor of Bogotá for the Colombia Humana movement.  It is the name of a
Dijiang or Hundum, mythical headless creatures.  Trevor Slattery's pet, in the fictional world of Marvel (Morris Shang
Chi).  It's another familiar and loving way to call someone named Mauricio.  It can mean brown (somewhat dark skin).  It
is also a way of calling the couple, between spouses or boyfriends and is considered synonymous with love, affection or
dear (a). 

morrocotudo
In Colombia it means big, giant, strong, burly.  It also means that it is very important, outstanding or notorious.  It looks
like a nose. 

morrocoyo
Colombia is one of the common names of a terrestrial turtle.  It is also known as morroco, morrocoy, terrestrial tortoise. 
Its scientific name is Chelonoidis carbonaria and belongs to the family Testudinidae.

morrocó
The correct term is Morroco, without accent.  In Colombia is a way of calling the turtle Morrocoy, or savanna turtle,
Red-footed tortoise.  The scientific name is carbonaria tortoise in the Testudinidae family.  He is associated with slow,
patience and even bad luck.

morrongo
In Colombia it means slow, lazy, making things with indifference, apathetic, indifferent, scornful, carefree.  Overlapped. 
In Spain cat, pussycat.

morronguito
Diminutive of morrongo, which in Colombia means devious, pendejo, stunned.  Also false, underhanded, hypocritical,
disguised, deceiver.  In some parts morrongo is also synonymous with cat.  Therefore it would also mean gatico or kitten
. 

morrosko
It is a word of the Basque language that means burly, fortacho, vigorous, fortachón.  Very strong . 



morrón
It means with a big nose.  Wide-backed.  Broad-shouldered.  It is also another way of calling the pepper in Spain. 

morruo
Morbid vulgarism.  In Colombia it means loin or broad back.  It has big nose, referring to a class of cebu cattle. 

mors
In Roman mythology she was the goddess of death.  It amounted to Tanatos in Greek mythology. 

mortaja
Clothes or cloths covering a corpse.  Wrapper.  Thin paper covering tobacco from a cigarette.  Coverage or cover .

mortajar
It's the same as amortajar.  It is to cover with fabrics or prepare a corpse to be buried.

mortal
As an adjective it means that cause or may cause death.  Deadly, lethal.  It means that he has to die, which is
perishable.   As a noun it means individual, person, human being.

mortecino
It's the same as mortango.  Decomposed organic matter, which expels very bad odor.  It may refer to the dead body of a
decaying animal or to the foul odor it expels.  Bad smell, corpse.

morterear
It means use the mortar to crush or pulverize.  Crush, marinate, spray.  It can also attack the enemy with loads of
mortar.

mortero
It is the name of a bowl, Cup, Cup or vessel, which may be of wood, glass or porcelain, used in chemistry laboratories to
macerate solid.  Macerating.  It is also the name given a mixture of lime, water and cement which is used to set the
bricks in construction.  You mortar, forging, cement, pañete.

morteros
Plural mortar.  It is the name of a vessel, glass, cup or vessel, which can be wood, glass or porcelain, used in chemistry
laboratories to macerate solids.  Macer.  It is also the name given under construction a mixture of lime, water and
cement that is used to fix bricks.  Argamasa, forging, cement, pañete.  It is also a type of weapon that fires explosive or
incendiary projectiles.

mortificación
Action or effect of mortifying .  It means that it affects, causes grief, torments, irritates, torture.  That hurts or causes
heartbreak.  It affects feelings or saddens. 

mortinato
It refers to all types of living beings that are stillborn (die at birth).  Being who dies at birth. 



mortiño
Holy , holi , holly , joli or holis are common ways to call in Colombia the shrub of Pyracantha coccinea of the Rosaceae
family.  Its fruits are edible for birds. 

mortífero
Deadly deadly means to cause or can cause death.

mortola
In Biology is the name of a genus of Arachnids, which belongs to the family Ammotrechidae.  They are known as camel
spiders and are only found in America and the Caribbean.  In Argentina it is a surname of Italian origin (there is also the
surname with tilde : Mórtola ).

mortosko
mortosko is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Morrosko" being its meaning:<br>Mortosko, is a grotesque and
inelegant way to refer to legendary Spanish Boxer known as Urtain, el Tigre de Cestona or Morrosko de Cestona.
People who lost her affection, used it maybe for unpaid debts by the Boxer. They wanted to use the term mean that he
killed himself, that he committed suicide, deforming the word Morrosko agragandole a t. Morrosko in Basque means
boy, strong, big, brawny.

morueco
Breeding male in sheep breeding.  Breeding male sheep or stepfather, sheep breeding stallion.  Marueco is also used. 

morusa
It means coin, money loose or often, silver.  Current money.  In Venezuela is the name given to a section of tangled hair.
 Murusa.

moruza
Moruza means crespo, curl, cachumbo, very Kinky hair.  It is also moronas, crumbs, crumbs and bread residues. 
Morusa ( with s9 is a former silver coin.

mosa
In Geography is the name of a river and a Department in France.  It can also mean cushion or pillow.

mosaico
It means or the Muses to Moses (Hebrew Prophet).  It is a painting made with small pieces of ceramics, stained glass or
pieces of stone (called tiles).  In tile Colombia, mayolita, ceramics, tiling.  Shape of veneers from a wall.  It is also a plate
which contains several photos of graduates of any type.

mosca
It is a term in widespread use for insects belonging to the order Diptera (flies, which means they have two wings).  The
common fly belongs to the family Muscidae.  Mosco.  Kind of lure for use in fishing.  Be alert in Colombia.

mosca en la sopa
34 words; Fly in the soup, " they want to denote interference, indiscretion, voyeur. In Colombia we say " Mosco in milk "
which means the same thing, to refer to someone talebearer, foul-mouthed, intruded ( entremetido; 41, curious, Toad.



moscareta
It means he eats flies, he feeds on flies.  It's one of the common names of the potatoesque.  It is a small bird, very
common.  Its scientific name is Myiobius sulphureipygius .  It is also called musketeer, rump, flytrap or culiamarillo.  It
belongs to the family Tyrannidae. 

moscas
In Colombia it means anything.  For if the flies: just in case.  Suddenly, can that maybe, who knows, perhaps, suddenly,
possibly.  Plural of fly.  Insect diptro which is vector of many diseases.  Colloquially says to people that all make them
wrong.

moscateles
Muscat is the plural of Muscat.  Dry wines.  Grapes to make dry wines.

moscato
It is a surname of Italian origin.  It is also the name of a type of sweet wine, made with raisins. 

moscoso
It means where the moscos abound.  Permit day or day off, which has been agreed between workers and employers,
especially in public jobs.  In Colombia it is a surname of Spanish origin. 

moscovio
It is the name of a new synthetic chemical element in the periodic table.  Its Atomic Number is 115 and its Symbol is Mc.
 It means Concerning Moscow.  Previously it had received the names of called Unumpentio, Uup or Ununpentio. 

moscovita
It means born, resident or in relation with Moscow.  It is also the name of a mineral, also known as white mica (is a
silicate).

moshar
In Guatemala it means dancing jumping and jumping during a concert.

mosibo
It is a village belonging to Liberia's Grand Kru.

moskva
Moscow in Russian it means (in English Moscow).  It is the name of a district in Chuy province, Kyrgyzstan.

moso
It is one of a kind of bamboo very resistant common names.  It also receives the name of bamboo in winter.  Its scientific
name is Phyllostachys edulis.  It belongs to the family Poaceae.  It is the name of one of the islands of Vanuatu.  MoSo
is the name of a Canadian Music Festival, in Saskatoon.

mosojino
mosojino is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Misogynistic." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is



misogynistic.  That implies or feel misogyny.  Person that feels dislike for women or that is suspicious of them.

mosqueado
In Ecuador it means freckle, full of freckles or spots. 

mosquera
It is a town of Colombia in the Department of Cundinamarca and Bogotá. Surname of four times Colombian President
nicknamed Mascachochas: Tomás Cipriano de Mosquera.

mosquerito de copete amarillo
It is one of the common names given in Venezuela to the Tyrannulus elatus, a bird in the Tyrannidae family.  They also
say Yellow crested flycatchers.  In Colombia we say tiranuelo or crowned Flycatcher in Costa Rica and crowned
Flycatcher coroniamarillo.

mosquero colilargo
It is one of the common names of a small insectivorous bird that inhabits Central and South America.  He is also known
as a flycatcher, yetapá, flycatcher, tyrant.  It is characterized by having longer tail feathers.  Its scientific name is Colonia
colonus and belongs to the family Tyrannidae. 

mosquitera
A mosquito net or mosquito net is a thin, porous cloth that hangs from the ceiling and is used to cover beds and cots, in
order to avoid insect bites, especially mosquitoes and mosquitoes.  We also call them toldillo.  It can also be a thin metal
mesh with very thin holes that is placed in the windows and doors to prevent insects from entering the dwellings.  Angeo
.  A plastic palette that is used to kill stilts can be called a mosquito net.

mosquitero
A mosquito net (or mosquito net) is a thin, porous cloth that hangs from the ceiling and is used to cover beds and cots,
in order to avoid insect bites, especially mosquitoes and mosquitoes.  We also call them toldillo.  It can also be a thin
metal mesh with very thin holes that is placed in the windows and doors to prevent insects from entering the dwellings. 
Angeo .  A plastic palette that is used to kill stilts can be called a mosquito net.

mosquito
In Colombia we say mosquito to the mosquito.  That tends to be a vector of multiple diseases and insect that breeds in
ponds.  Technically only should be called mosquito insect blood-sucking Culicidae family and in particular the genera
Anopheles, Culex, Aedes.  They have the specialized oral appliance to suck blood from humans and animals (long tube
called a proboscis).

mossa
In Portuguese it means moss and in Italian move.  Name of leather goods company in Chile, specialized in women's
footwear. 

mosso mossa
They can be Words of Catalan meaning waiter, boy, young, mozuelo, recruit and their respective females.  They can
also be Words of the Italian language and mean moved, move, run. 



mossos
Autonomous or mossos d; square-shaped as call the police in Catalonia.   Waiters.

mosta
In Bosnian means bridge.

mostacho
It is another way of calling the bozo or mustache.  Hairs or hairs that grow above the upper lip and under the nose. 
Stylized mustache. 

mostacilla
Mustard seed or Indian beard, are the common names that occur in Colombia to the plant's scientific name flexuosa
Cynophalla, of the family Capparaceae.  Also it tells Mostacilla herbaceous plant Bunias erucago of the Brassicaceae
family, also known as the Beadle in the Mediterranean.  Mustard seed is also a kind of trinket, account or beads of small
size which is used to make ornaments and necklaces.  Finally we say mustard seed to a very tiny tick which we also say
coloraditos.

mostaza
It is the name of a condiment made with seeds of a plant.  It is of pasty appearance and slightly spicy flavor.  Name of a
plant for culinary and gastronomic uses.  It is of the family Brassicaceae (cruciferous).  Its scientific name is Brassica
alba or Sinapis alba.  It is used to prepare pickles and vinaigrettes. 

mostazas
It is the plural of mustard.  Condiment doughy, thick and spicy, very used for sauces and salads in food flavor. Very
small seeds 40 plants; Bible ).

mosto
It can be honey or juice from the cane or the juice of the cooked grapes.  Fermented juice, guarapo.  Extract or syrup .

mostoso
It means it has the appearance of cuncho or precipitate of wine.  It has the appearance of wort, i.e. the juice, extract,
juice or nectar of the grape.  Sweet, sticky, dirty.

mostrario
You can call it a sample of a product or the book, magazine, brochure or catalog where all the products of a company
are displayed.  Display.

mostrenco
It means unknown owner.  It can also mean that its characteristics are not well known or that it is undefined.  No Clear or
Defined Features .

mostresco
The correct term is vagabond. It means fat and heavy. That is ignorant, unwise. In law a vagabond good is one which
not is known its owner or holder.



mostrona
It means that he likes to show himself, that he likes to attract attention.  That she has no modesty when insinuating
herself or showing herself scantily clad. 

mot
MOT is incorrectly written and it should be written as MOT ( it is an acronym ).  being its meaning: MOP, is an acronym
used in the United Kingdom for Ministry of Transport.  It is also the test or obligatory annual analysis of safety and good
condition of vehicles circulating there.   MOT or mt, means death in Afro-Asiatic or Semitic languages.  Death deity.

mota
In Colombia is a monkey or crest that is left in the hair on the forehead, to the combing.  Woman who exercises authority
and which moves on a motorcycle.  Female guard of transit.  Lint, lint or grain that forms in fabrics when they are old. 
Lanugo, wool, particle, whit, Blade, breadcrumbs, pinch.

motacilla alba
It is the scientific name of a bird of the family Motacillidae.  It is known by other common names such as: snow bow tie,
snow hole, pitite or white laundy.

motajo
Surname of Nigerian footballer who had been born in the United States (Greenbelt, Maryland).  His full name is Manny
Motajo and he played as a defender.  Derogatory of nickname, which means nickname, nickname, alias.  Derogatory
nickname or denigrating nickname. 

mote
In Colombia it means nickname, nickname, alias.  Pseudonym with which someone is popularly known, remoquete. 
Also in Colombia is the same as mute, which is all kinds of grain or cooked cereal.  Insoped.  Also on colombia's Atlantic
Coast is a typical soup (cheese mote).

motera
In Colombia, a woman who drives or rides a motorbike.  Relative to the motorcycle or motorcycle.

motero
In Colombia it is the same as motorcyclist.  Person driving or riding a motorcycle or motorcycle.

motete
It is the name of a musical composition, special for a choir and usually of a religious character.

motilar
The Colombia means cutting the hair, haircut is.  Trim the hair in a aesthetic way.

motilones
Name of indigenous town that is based on the Colombian-Venezuelan border in the Serranía de Perijá.  It means
shaved head.  Nickname or nickname of the Colombian football team Cúcuta Deportivo and its fans. 



moto
It is the apocope and colloquial way of referring to a scooter, motorcycle.  In Colombia also used as apocope of motor
grader.

motoambulancia
Motorcycle used to mobilize or transport a doctor or paramedic providing emergency services.  It usually also carries
some specialized medical equipment. 

motocicleta
It is the name of a motorized vehicle with two wheels and handlebars.  Motorbike.  It can accommodate one or two
people. 

motocrosista
Motocross rider.  Person who practices the sport of motocross or motorcycle cross country.  He rides motorcycle
through the countryside. 

motofobia
Fear that generates the noise of motors or any moving machine. 

motola
In Colombia it is one of the many ways of referring to the head.  This term is widely used in my land of Tolima.  Bat bata,
testa. 

motolita
In Colombia it is diminutive of motola.  It is one of the ways of referring to the head or indicate intelligence.

motolo
In Colombia it means smart, pepa, nerdo, pilo.  Person who has very good mental capacity.  It is the male motola, which
in Colombia means head, mind, intelligence.

motonave
In Colombia it is a boat that has engine or engines.  Motorized ship. 

motoneta
It is usually a small motorcycle, low displacement bike.  Small and wide wheeled bike. 

motoniveladora
It is a type of yellow machinery, which is used to level the ground and especially to repair potholes on uncovered roads. 
It is also used to build roads on flat land.  It is characterized by having a long and thin blade, which can be graduated at
its cutting angle. 

motora
It means relative to the movement .  It also means motor boat.  That moves, that has movement.  Gross or motor skills
of infants. 



motosierra
It is a motorized saw that is used for tree felling.  Motor saw . 

motosierrero
Person in charge to operate the chain saw in the work of cutting down trees.  More pre-shop is used in Colombia.

motoso
In Colombia it means a short and restful sleep.  Nap.  It also means that it has specks or torundas, soft fiber balls. 
Which is soft or soft.

mototriciclo
It is a motor vehicle that has three wheels.  Three-wheeled motorbike or motorized tricycle.  It can also be called a tribike
(the four-wheeled one is called a quad bike). 

motón
In Seamanship and Nautical it is a type of hardware that is used to change the direction of a rope. 

motu proprio
It is a Latin phrase that means freely and voluntarily.  It means by my decision, my will, my judgment, on my initiative
(without anyone asking me, demanding it or asking me).  By choice, of your own free will.

mourinhista
It means follower, defender or person who supports Mourinho.  You can refer more than anything to the Portuguese
coach of the Tottenham club (Jose Mourinho), but it could also be for some player or politician by that name.  Who
admires or applies the tactics or doctrines of José Mourinho.

movas
MOVAS or better yet MOVAS ( ATCC® CRL-2797 ) It is a product for only and exclusively to be used in scientific
research.  It contains cells from primary vascular aortic smooth muscle of lab rats, isolated by collagenase-elastase
digestion.

movimiento secesionista
Any movement that tends to the separation of a part of the country's independence.  Division, schism, segregation,
disintegration, deviation, split.

moxa
It is a species of tobacco or cigar made with altamisa, which is used in moxabustion (burning of altamisa cigars), in
traditional or ancestral medicine treatments. 

moxa uma
These are terms in quechua language meaning Agua Dulce.  It is the name of a group of folk music and dances typical
of Peru. 

moxo



It may refer to an indigenous man belonging to the people of Los Mojos or Los Moxos, in northern central Bolivia, in the
Departments of Santa Cruz and Beni, on the border with Brazil.  Moxitano .  It is also a type of pediatric sustained
performance test to determine hyperactivity. 

moya
In Colombia it is a surname of Spanish origin.  Last name of Colombian footballer José Moya, who plays for Deportes
Tolima.  In Spain there are several locations called Moya.  One remains in Gran Canaria, Province of Las Palmas and
the other in the Province of Cuenca.  In Peru there is a locality called Moya and a District, belong to the Department of
Huancavelica.  There is also Moyá.  It is also the name of a genus of plants, in the family Celastraceae and endemic to
Bolivia.  In Colombia we also call it a mule cave, deep well in a river, swirl.

moyana
It comes from the French word Moyenne, which means medium.  In ancient times was the name of a piece of slightly
larger caliber than a culverin artillery.  It is also the name of a bread made with bran.  It can mean lie, lie, falsehood.

moyo
In Colombia told moyo to a mud pot where keeps water fresh, almost always located in the corridors of the House,
usually field.  A woman's hips.  Measure of old capacity of England which was equivalent to 2 barrels.  Deep puddle of a
river or Creek ( Colombia ).

moyos de sal
It was an ancient way of measuring salt in Spain.  One moyo was equivalent to 16 cantaras or arrobas.  It is exactly 200
kilograms (50 kilos packs).

moyote
It is a word of Nahuatl origin (moyotl).  It means mosquito, mosquito.  It is thus used in Mexico, especially in the states of
Cohahuila, Sonora and Chihuahua. 

moza
It can mean young woman.  Lover, woman who has a loving relationship with married or committed man.  Dear, lover,
concubine. 

mozalbetes
Plural de mozalbete .  It means young, boy, boy, young.  It can also mean smug, vain.

mozartia
It means dedicated to Mozart, in honor of Mozart.  It is the name of an asteroid (1034), which was dedicated to the
Austrian musician Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart.  It was discovered 98 years ago. 

mozo
You mean young boy, teenager.  Also lover, servant, servant, servant, messenger, waiter, pawn.  In Colombia it is also a
surname of Spanish origin.  It can also mean handsome, beautiful, attractive.

mozoquelite
It is one of the common names given in Mexico to a medicinal and forage plant.  It is also known as aceitilla, acahual,



white acahual, rosette, large sprinkler, mozote, white milpa tea, white pink, ricilla, saetilla.  Its scientific name is Bidens
hairy and belongs to the family Asteraceae.

mozos
Young people, workers and people who help in the work of the field.  Plural of mozo.  Raised, servant, Messenger,
worker, peasant, stevedore, charger.  In Colombia it also means loving.


